An autonomous mobile robot must perform non-repetitive tasks in an imperfectly known environment and uncooperative and even hostile. In this context the missions assigned to the underwater vehicle can't be defined precisely, and this drone should have the capability to interpret, analyze the environment, decide on appropriate action and react to asynchronous events. It also must permanently reconfigure to adapt to external conditions and objectives. To fill the requirements and to harmonize decision, reaction and performance with distributed intelligence, the control architecture proposed it's an hybrid architecture, based on multi-agent systems, combines the benefits of reactive and deliberative architectures. In this work, we first studied the principle of the underwater vehicle; the analysis identified the desired characteristics. In the second part, we focused on multi-agent systems in order to understand the link between the approach "Distributed Artificial Intelligence" [1] and our project. After discussing the different control architectures in the third part, we finally treat the solution proposed in this article and general modeling of underwater vehicle. The development of our architecture is based on this modeling. These developments are part of the overall project initiated by the EAS team of the Computer Laboratory, systems and renewable energy (LISER) of the National School of Electrical and Mechanical (ENSEM).
INTRODUCTION
We ask that authors follow some simple guidelines. In essence, we ask you to make your paper look exactly like this document. The easiest way to do this is simply to download the template, and replace the content with your own material.
Robotics is a very good example of multidisciplinary area that involves many issues such as mechanical engineering, mechatronics, electronics, automation, computer science or artificial intelligence [2] . Depending on the area of origin of the authors, there exists various definitions of the term robot, but they usually revolve around this: Nevertheless, the undeniable interest in mobile robotics is to have greatly increased our knowledge of the location and navigation of autonomous systems. A distinction without much ambiguity a number of problems in mobile robotics in general and especially mobile underwater vehicles. Obviously, the material aspect of selecting and sizing both the mechanical structure of the system as its engine, its power supply and architecture of its control and monitoring system appears as the first item to be treated. The choice of structure is often made from a panel of known solutions and for which it has already resolved the problems of modeling, planning and control. The choice of the actuators and their diet is usually quite traditional. Most mobile robots are thus powered by electric motors with or without commutator, fed by power converters operating on battery power. Similarly, the command and control architectures for mobile robots are not different from those of more conventional automatic or robotic systems. However, there are distinguished in the general case, two levels of specialization, specific to autonomous systems: a decisional layer, which is responsible for the planning and management (sequential, temporal) events and a functional layer, responsible for generation real-time controls actuators. In the next section, we will deal with the different types of underwater vehicles.
VEHICLE UNDERWATER
The term "surface vehicle " represents autonomous buildings and vessels sailing the oceans and seas. In any case, these ships can't dive or perform any activity below the level of the sea.
The classification covers only the vehicle underwater. This distinction, vehicles, commonly known UUV (Unmanned Underwater Vehicles) is classified according to six main categories:

The AUV (Autonomous Underwater Vehicles): This type of UAV is fully autonomous.
 Les MUV (Micro Autonomous Vehicles): These vehicles are used to inspect pipelines pipelines, gas pipelines and ship hulls.
 Les SAV (Solar -Powered Autonomous Vehicles).
 Les AUG (Autonomous Underwater Gliders): this category includes the vehicles that use positive buoyancy to surface and a negative buoyancy to dive.
 Les BUV (Biomimetic Underwater Vehicles): these underwater vehicles are based on the morphology and patterns of movements of aquatic animals such as stingrays.

The ROV (Remotely Operating Vehicles): This class of vehicle is different from the first five described here, in the sense that these machines are controlled by operators.
Our goal is to provide a solution which allows you to assign the mobile robot of autonomy capacity, intelligence and distribution tasks [3] . This need has led us to study in detail the choice of control architecture and programming approach.
Our choice fell on MAS because they best meet the desired characteristics in control architecture. The MAS will be presented in the next section.
MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM (MAS)
The term Oriented Agent (OA) approach [4] is set for the first time there ten years only. However, since then, much research has been done on agents, MAS and programming OA.
Agents are programming OA that are the objects to Object Oriented (OO). Make sure to have some consensus in the multi-agent on the definition and characteristics of an agent community. This has led to several debates and has long been a source of division among researchers. Fortunately, diverged have faded and the majority of area stakeholders now agree on the overall characteristics required of agents [5] (Fig.1) , namely: autonomy, located, responsive, social, proactive, active and learning.
In the next section, we will approach our proposed architecture based on multi-agents system [6] [7].
CONTROL ARCHITECTURE PROPOSED
In order to have an autonomous underwater vehicle, we defined one hand the elementary behaviors operating on the principle of operation of a submarine in general, and secondly, we determined the reactions adequate to unexpected situations. What makes ample simple to use to optimize its autonomy, learning and effectiveness of implementation of tasks in the military field as in the field of research. Indeed, we proposed the EAAUVS (Architecture For Autonomous Underwater Vehicle System), based on multi-agent approach [8] , that runs around two loops at different time scales: realtime loop Agents closely associating perception and action agent, and another loop (comprising Diagnostic Agent and Agent decision) taking place on a slower time scale that manages one hand the decision based on representations, of various other unforeseen events. This architecture has been extended by the addition of communication mechanisms and information sharing (Agent Interface) to ensure the manmachine interface and other platforms.
The EAUAVS architecture that we proposed is an hybrid architecture [9] (fig.2 ) which consists of four blocks arranged around a fifth: the perception of agents, a diagnostic agent, a Decision agent and agents Action.
The core of this architecture is based on the representations of the environment.
The sensors (Inertial, sonar, cameras ... etc.) that the vehicle has to provide data collection agents that create representations of the environment [10] . These representations are instances of specialized perception models. For example, for a visual behavior around the hull of a boat, the representation may be restricted to edge coordinates detected in the image, which represents the hull forward. For representation, references are attached to the process it has created: creation date and various data relating to the sensor (position, depth, attitude, altitude...). The representations are stored in a database. Performances are site specific instant in the environment of the vehicle, whose spatial and temporal locations are known. The collection process is activated or inhibited by the agent Diagnosis and also receive information on running behavior. This information is used to predict and check the consistency of representation. The Diagnostic Agent ensures updates representations periodically or exceptionally, oversees the environment (detection of new events) and algorithms (predictive / feedback control) and ensures efficient use of resources. The module action agent chooses behaviors underwater vehicle depending on the target, the current action, representations and their approximate reliability. Finally, these behaviors control the actuators of the underwater vehicle in closed loop with the corresponding processes of perception [2] .
The key ideas of this architecture are:
 The use of sensory-motor behavior internally and externally connecting the perceptions and actions of lower level : the internal coupling compares a prediction of the next perception, estimated from the previous perception and the current order , with perception 

The quantitative evaluation of each performance: each algorithm associated the evaluation parameters that assign to each performance built a numerical value that expresses the confidence that can be given. This is important because any processing algorithm has a range of validity and its internal parameters are best suited for certain situations: there is no perfect algorithm that always gives good results.
 Using a diagnostic agent: he oversees executions processing algorithms of perception regardless of current actions. It takes into account the processing time required for each process of perception, and the cost in terms of required computing resources. It also examines new events due to the dynamics of the environment [11] , which may mean a new danger or opportunities leading to behavior change. It can also draw the process to verify that the sensors are working nominally and may receive error signals from the current collection process. In practice, for example with a vision sensor (camera), the Diagnostic Agent focuses on the lighting conditions, the consistency between the movement of the robot underwater and the temporal coherence of the performances, and error signals issued by collection process. With this information it is then possible to invalidate representations due to faulty sensors or misused.
The Decision Agent module develops an action plan by choosing the sensor-motor behavior [12] to be activated or inhibited depending on the target (in goal), performances and events available emitted from the Diagnostic Agent. This module is the highest level of architecture. It should be noted that the quantification of representations plays a key role in the decision process of the selection of behavior: first representation may be more or less adapted to the current situation, depending, for example, the probe used or the conditions of the acquisition of perception. For example a camera used to record night sequences give representations on which a trust should be assigned a priori, the same thing is also, for a pressure sensor based on a translation invariant while the vehicle is submerged, that this assumption is incorrect); secondly certain performances may be more attractive to certain behaviors or could provide enhanced assistance to choose between several behaviors (for example, a wall of behavior in a pool needs more information on the contours that velocity vectors, and that a tracking behavior has opposite needs). Therefore, each behavior also assigns a weight to each representation in terms of its direct use, and this weight is combined with the intrinsic evaluation of the data representation.
The module action agent includes the low level controllers operating on the actuators [13] . It uses valid representations provided by collection agents to calculate control laws.
The use of a mode of human-computer interaction more advanced (Agent Interface) to facilitate the use of submarine robot and increase the decision-making autonomy of the mobile system to implement behavior more tactics [14] .
This modular architecture allows to independently developing different processes from each of the four entities, before integrating them together. Its originality lies in both the lowlevel loop between perception and action, necessary for active vision and all situated approach of perception, and the decoupling of perception and action processes, which become behavior during execution. This avoids duplication of common components, saves computing resources when representations are common to several behaviors and limit conflicts during access to material resources of the underwater vehicle. Compared to other hybrid architectures (three-layer approach that develops the following three levels: symbolic level, reactive behaviors, low control), we tried to focus more on the relationships between these three levels to take into account the heterogeneous aspect of loops characterizing a complex robot (underwater vehicle).
In addition, the proposed architecture with both loops between perception and action, at a low level, the other based on representations, seems a plausible model of a biological perspective: while sensor-motor the low, closed loop, is a characteristic of simpler organisms, cognitive ability of higher organisms, such as mammals, can be explained by another loop based on a dynamic model of the environment and organization, operating in direct action mode with a slower time scale. This loop also allows high-level open the planning phase to verify the validity of certain representations and can trigger updating.
Finally, the diagnosis is a concept used in biological vision, and offers a concept of effective monitoring for artificial systems, a reference batch process and reaction on discrete events. Asynchronous property of the control architecture is due to this diagnosis, this solution is based on a test cascade party hardware and software and the correction of information processing errors, and we believe this property is a keystone in complex systems, which face unpredictable environments and limited resources.
In order to design the action Agent, we have to develop the control law based on modeling of underwater vehicle.
MODELING OF UNDERWATER VEHICLE
In this chapter we discuss the modeling of an underwater vehicle type of autonomous torpedo that we will realize the long term. The model equations describe the laws governing behavior of the underwater vehicle in space (6 degrees of freedom). They are modeling and two distinct aspects: kinematics and dynamics [15] . Modeling requires the step of defining the reference against which to describe the evolution of the machine, as shown in Fig.3 . We first define an absolute reference frame R0 (O, X0, Y0, Z0), with:
-X0 longitudinal axis coincides with the geographic north, -Y0 transverse axis oriented to the east,
The essential feature of this benchmark is that it is stationary relative to the Earth which gives it the properties of a landmark galilean or inertial. The rotation of the earth is considered negligible effect at the machine and its vicinity.
A second mark Rv (C, Xv, Yv, Zv) linked to the vehicle used to express the speed of the craft. The main vehicle inertia axes coincide with the axes of reference:
-Xv longitudinal axis oriented from the rear towards the front of the machine, -Yv transverse axis oriented starboard, -Zv normal axis directed from the top down.
The choice of the origin point C of this mark is strategic. The SNAME (Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers) provides a method for choosing a location based on geometric characteristics of the machine (SNAME, 1950).
For example, if the apparatus comprises symmetry planes, the origin point C is at the intersection of these planes of symmetry. If the center of gravity or buoyancy of the vehicle located in this intersection, the point of origin is coincident with one of those two points.
To describe the behavior (position and orientation) of the machine, the following notation will be used after the standard established by the (SNAME, 1950). The origin of C, Rv mark is confused with the vehicle's center of gravity. To set the position of the vehicle, the point C is defined in the absolute coordinate system R0 by its Cartesian coordinates:
The orientation of the craft, as defined in the absolute coordinate system is expressed by:
Or φ, θ and ψ are respectively the angles of roll, pitch and yaw (Fig.3) . 
Kinematic

 Euler angles
The " Euler angles " used correspond to the system told RTL robotics for Roll, Pitch, Yaw (φ, θ and ψ) described in Fig.4 .
Further descriptions may be used, for example, the direction cosines, Euler parameters or quaternions. The major drawback of the representation by the Euler angles is the existence of a singularity for a pitch angle θ=π/2±kπ. A description by quaternions avoids this singularity. However, in our case, this singularity corresponds to an extreme situation that the machine, hypothetically, will never reach. Indeed, the control applied to the vehicle is supposed to change the torpedo zero pitch (θ = 0), so far removed from the critical angle of π / 2. 

Transformation of linear velocities
Dynamic
The dynamics of an underwater vehicle is in studying the movements caused by the effects of certain control actions such as the orientation of the surfaces, or external, such as wave action when sailing in the vicinity of the surface, or ocean currents. 

Dynamics of a rigid body
This gives two sets of equations:
Equation forces
The dynamic translation of a rigid body is reflected in the following form:
Equation times
I 0 is the vehicle inertial matrix defined by: 
CG CG
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Almost all of underwater vehicles are symmetrical with respect to their vertical plane leading to the following numerical simplifications:
is the vector of forces and moments which are applied to the vehicle, which may be decomposed as follows:
Or, -Γ h gathers hydrodynamic forces and moments, -Γg is the vector of forces and moments due to the action of gravity and buoyancy, -Γ u is the vector of forces and moments generated by the vehicle actuators.
We consider that it is determined by adding the effects of each of the vehicle actuators, -Γ p combines the forces and moments resulting from disturbances from the environment (sea currents, waves ...).
 Hydrodynamic Efforts They act on any body immersed in relative motion in a viscous fluid, and can be classified as follows: 1. The forces and moments due to inertia and mass of water added, 2. The forces due to viscous friction of the fluid on the body that correspond to the lift and drag forces.
The main difficulty lies in their knowledge and formulation. Indeed, these efforts can't be obtained analytically. For a submarine class for traveling at low speed, some terms (coupling) become negligible, leading to the following form:
Inertia and mass of water added
Lift and Trail These are forces acting on any body incidence to a viscous fluid flow. The angle ε is defined in Fig.5 .
The efforts of lift and drag are two components of water resistance efforts to movements of the craft. The lift and drag terms tend to be used for actuators fins or rudders guy, and when it is the main body of the vehicle out actuators, we then speak of depreciation efforts. The balance of forces due to depreciation can be put in the form: -D p is lift matrix, negative definite and steady: D p = --D t is drag matrix, negative definite and not constant. The resulting effort has a quadratic term:
Gravity and Buoyancy When stopped, the gear is only subjected to its weight and buoyancy. These forces depend on the characteristics of the craft and of aquatic properties. Ρ is the density of sea water, which depends on the salinity, pressure and temperature. Let ∆ the volume of the torpedo and F coordinate vehicle center of buoyancy = [x F, y F, z F ] t in the benchmark vehicle. g is the acceleration of gravity.
The buoyancy is the force exerted on any submerged part of a body.
It is equal to the force opposing the weight of the displaced fluid volume B = -ρ∆g .Vehicle weight equals W = mg. The vector of hydrostatic forces Γ g is then:

Hydrodynamic Actuators
The actuators can be divided into two groups: 1. Those that act by modifying the flow characteristics of an existing (Mobile surfaces: ailerons and rudders) Γ g = g 2. Those that generate the flow of fluid which may be initially at rest (propellant). Concerning mobile surfaces, we present here only the effects due to the lift and drag, as the effects due to the mass and inertia of added water can be neglected compared to those due to the main body. Regarding engines, there are great varieties, but we are interested only in the screw propeller. Moving surfaces The operating principle is based on the one already stated in chapter 5.2. Any surface incident with respect to a viscous fluid flow is subjected to a lifting force F p perpendicular to this surface and parallel F t drag force thereto ( Fig.7) . of the wing, -e s /c s refers to the relative thickness of the wing, -γ s is the deflection of the wing, assumed to be zero in this study, -ε represents the main body of the vehicle the angle of incidence, -δ characterizes the deflection of the wing, and the control element. In referring to the landmark vehicle axes, we get the lift and drag forces (Fig.8): with, -S s is the wing's surface defined by, S s = b s C s -V 0 is the flow module of the fluid around the wing, -0.2C s is the distance of the leading edge of the wing at the application of hydrodynamic forces.
Propellant inclined blades forming a helix are fixed to a rotating shaft, which generates a thrust force in the axis of rotation of the shaft. 
 Disturbances
The underwater environment introduces disruptive nature: -Non-additive, by modifying the hydrodynamic coefficients related to the marine environment. The main hydrodynamic coefficient may introduce significant perturbations is the density of seawater, or equivalently its density. -Additive, by the action of a movement or an additional force on the original vehicle dynamics. This is the case of ocean currents, waves, and to a lesser extent to the movement near the surface, wind. Sea water density The density of seawater environment within which the torpedo is a factor which is involved in the determination of the hydrodynamic coefficients of the vehicle. This is to present the range of variation of this disturbance through the variable that is the equivalent density. The density of sea water θ depends on salinity Se, temperature Te and the pressure Pe at the point considered. An underwater vehicle, even perfectly balanced, operates in an environment where the density may increase or decrease slightly depending on the salinity gradient and temperature of the sea water.
In conclusion, we will retain the hydrodynamic coefficients of a submarine evolve according to the geographical location of the device (North Pole or Mediterranean, for example) and depth.
Ocean currents Ocean currents are the results of a number of factors including: -The gradients of temperature and density of the sea water, -The tide, -The rotation of the Earth, -The effects due to solar activity, -Winds. They are also influenced by the proximity of the coast and the topography of the seabed. Or, D P and D t are respectively the lift and drag matrices also determined in the previous section.

General relationship dynamics
-Γ g is the vector of forces and moments due to the action of gravity and buoyancy.
-Γ p gathers disruptions due to the environment, such effects due to sea currents, waves ... These phenomena are described in chapter 5.2.
-Γ u is the vector of forces and moments generated by the vehicle actuators. Hypothetically, let us assume that it is determined by adding the effects of each individual actuator (see chapter 5.2). It is also possible to describe the vehicle model in the absolute frame:
with the following relationships:
Or, -n represents the position and orientation of the vehicle, -ν is the vector overall speed, -J c (n) is the mark of the transformation Jacobian vehicle inertial frame. In order to validate the kinematic and dynamic modeling we presented in the next section the implementation of our architecture.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIENCES
The core capabilities of our architecture include modularity, encapsulation, scalability and parallel execution. Therefore, we decided to use multi-agent approach that naturally suits our needs encapsulation in independent modules, asynchronous and heterogeneous [11] . Communication between the agents is performed by messages. The C ++ language features with integration capabilities of agents is absolutely suitable for programming agents. We use threads to represent each agent in the global architecture process. The robot used in both indoor and outdoor experiences is a robot submarine Open Source (OpenROV) wire-guided and equipped with a mini-PC BEAGLEBONE Linux, a mini HD camera, three brushless motors with three propellers, etc. (See Fig.9 ). We are in the final phase of the assembly robot submarine to implement our proposed architecture and perform simulations and real tests at the Computer Laboratory (LISER) of the School (ENSEM) (see Fig.10 ). These tests were conducted in remote operation mode to achieve the control in standalone mode. 
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we presented our work focuses on the study and implementation of control architecture of a vehicle submarine torpedo. A state of the art on control architectures and multiagent systems was presented.
This study allowed us to offer the first version of the architecture based multi-agent and modeling of underwater vehicle systems. the operation of various agents of this architecture will be developed and on the next step this one will be developed and deployed on a miniature submarine robot (OpenROV) to conduct a real simulation at sea.
